Abstract: Two general crossbar switch models are proposed: the modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch. They both balance cost and reliability, where cost is expressed in terms of crosspoint count or area. The two-sided crossbar switch and the one-sided crossbar switch are two cases of these structures. These structures provide choices for compromising structures between the two-sided crossbar switch and the one-sided crossbar switch. The effective bandwidths of these four crossbar switches are simulated. Simulation with VHDL has been performed to verify the functionality of each crossbar system. Synthesis has also been conducted to evaluate delay and area for each crossbar design. Experimental results demonstrate that the two general models of crossbar switches are cost-effective in terms of reliability and crosspoint count (or area) without reducing their effective bandwidths. The work promotes the use of the crossbar switch as an interconnection network for multiprocessor systems to enhance system performance and reliability with low cost.
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Introduction
With the great progress in VLSI technology, designing a better multiprocessor system has been mostly focused on attaining high parallel computation power [l] . A key component in a high-performance multiprocessor system is the interconnection network between processors and memory modules or among processors. The bandwidth and the latency of the interconnection network are two important factors in the performance evaluation of the multiprocessor system [3] . In a shared memory multiprocessor system, there are several structures for the interconnection network, such as single bus, multiple-bus, crossbar switch, multiport memory and multistage interconnection network [4] . For a crossbar switch, all possible one-to-one simultaneous connections are allowed between processors and memory modules. However, crossbar switch costs grow with 
O(NM)
, where N is the number of processors and M is the number of memory modules. The crossbar switch network is used for communications switching and for computer interconnection. It is a nonblocking network. In the two-sided crossbar switch, there is only one path between every pair of processor and memory module. Despite better performance and easier controllability, its one-path uniqueness makes it susceptible to malfunctions. The malfunction of any crosspoint in the two-sided crossbar switch will disjoint a processormemory module pair.
In normal conditions, the manipulation of high-quality components and design techniques does not adequately decrease the possibility of system failure [6, 71. Therefore, fault-tolerance techniques must be provided to deal with faults in the system. A modern switching system must be capable of diagnosing the occurrence of hardware faults in the switching network and the control system. Once a fault is detected, the switching system automatically reroutes traffic through redundant built-in hardware or via other switching facilities [5] . Since the high cost of the crossbar switch in terms of crosspoint count or area may be expected, it is desirable that the fault-tolerant design of the crossbar switch is cost-effective. In this paper, we propose two faulttolerant crossbar switches which balance cost and reliability without sacrificing their effective bandwidths. Simulation with VHDL (VHSIC hardware description language) [S, 91 has been performed to verify the functionality of each design. Synthesis has also been conducted to evaluate area and delay. 
Original one-sided crossbar switch
A traditional one-sided crossbar switch provides better fault-tolerance ability by providing multiple paths to establish a connection between any pair of terminals [lo-121. A one-sided crossbar switch consists of a set of port-lines and a set of bus-lines situated at right angles to each other, with crosspoint switches located at the points of intersection. In the one-sided crossbar switch, a connection between two ports is set up by activating a pair of crosspoint switches, instead of one in the twosided crossbar switch. For example, in a 4 x 4 onesided crossbar switch, a connection between processor 1 and memory module 2 is as shown in Fig. 1 . A circular cell represents a crosspoint, and a shaded circular cell indicates that the crosspoint has been granted for the connection. Fig. 2 shows the same case for a 4 x 4 two-sided crossbar switch. There is more than one way for a connection to be made between a processor and a memory module in the one-sided crossbar switch. There are B (in this example, B = 4) different ways for a connection between any processor-memory module pair when there are B buses (bus-lines). This design offers superior fault-tolerance ability to the two-sided crossbar switch, as any unused path (bus-line) can be selected for replacing a faulty path between two ports in the one-sided crossbar switch. However, the crosspoint count of the one-sided crossbar switch is twice as many as that of the two-sided crossbar switch. Note that B should be chosen to be equal to min(M, N). If B is greater than min(M, N), the bandwidth will not be improved and is still the same as that when B equals min(M, N). If B is less than min(M, N), it will not satisfy the nonblocking characteristic of the crossbar switch.
Bandwidth analysis
There have been many studies of the performance evaluation of the traditional two-sided crossbar switch. Youn and Chen [13] proposed a comprehensive model to analyse the bandwidth. We discuss and analyse the traditional two-sided crossbar switch to compare with our fault-tolerant designs. The following assumptions [13] are made. according to a predetermined request rate p , after receiving a memory service. (vii) The rejected requests are discarded. (viii) The probability that processor p i requests memory mi is (plM) for all i and j . First, we show the bandwidth (BW) of the traditional two-sided crossbar switch is
(1) This is because (1 -p/WN represents the probability that none of the N processors requests any specific memory module access. Therefore, 1 -(1 -P I M )~ is the probability that at least one processor requests a specific memory module access, and S(l -(1 ~ P I M )~) is the expected number of busy memory modules.
Next, we analyse the bandwidth of the one-sided crossbar switch. The topology of the one-sided crossbar switch is similar to that of the multiple-bus network. It is conceivable that the analysis of the one-sided crossbar switch is similar to that of the multiple-bus network [14] . The only difference is that the nonblocking property of the one-sided crossbar requires B = min(M, N) = S. In addition, it is impossible to have more than B of the M memory modules accessed. The assumptions are the same as those for the traditional two-sided crossbar switch. The bandwidth analysis can be treated in two parts; the memory part and the bus part.
Memory part:
The result from the two-sided crossbar switch can be used, i.e. the probability that at least one processor requests a specific memory module access is given by
Bus part:
The probability that exactly i of the M memory modules accessed is given by
From eqn. 3, the bandwidth can be derived from the expected number of bus-lines in use during a bus cycle:
Design approaches
Modified one-sided crossbar switch
How to balance cost and reliability without abruptly decreasing the effective bandwidth is key to the design of a fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switch. The modified one-sided crossbar switch consists of B bus-lines to connect N processors to M memory modules. To maintain the feature of nonblocking, processors and memory modules should be connected to bus-lines in the following manner. When N 2 M , each of these buslines is connected to all N processors, but only to a subset of Mlg memory modules, where g is the number of memory groups. Thus, the memory modules are separated into g groups, and in each group the memory modules are connected to the same Blg bus-lines. Fig. 3 shows an example modified one-sided crossbar switch with eight processors, four memory modules, four buses, and g = 2. When M > N , the roles of processors (N) and memory modules (M) are interchanged.
Note that both B and A4 (or B and N) should be divisible by g.
Ripple K one-sided crossbar switch
We propose another fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switch. We call it the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch. The rules of either full connection or partial connection to the bus-lines for processors and memory modules should still be obeyed. Fig. 4 shows an example ripple K one-sided crossbar switch with four processors, four memory modules, and four buses, where K is equal to 3. We use Fig. 4 to describe how to construct a ripple K one-sided crossbar switch as follows. 
Comparison among three one-sided crossbar switches
The crosspoint count comparison among the three onesided crossbar switches is summarised in Table 1 . In terms of crosspoint count, the one-sided crossbar has the highest cost when g > 1 and K < B, and the costs of the modified crossbar switch and the ripple K crossbar switch are identical if K = Big . Note that there are two active crosspoints for these three designs. The modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K 52 ... crossbar switch are equivalent in terms of crosspoint count when K = Blg. In addition, these two switches are two general models of the crossbar switch. The two-sided crossbar switch and the one-sided crossbar switch are just two special cases of the above two general models. Thus, the modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch can be reduced to the two-sided crossbar switch if g = B and K = 1, respectively. In addition, the modified onesided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch are equivalent to the one-sided crossbar switch if g = 1 and K = B, respectively. Let us use an example to illustrate the first situation. Fig. 5 can be considered as a modified one-sided crossbar switch with g = B, and also as a ripple K one-sided crossbar switch with K = 1. Fig. 5 can also be considered as a transformation of a two-sided crossbar switch. Note that the illustration of the second situation is quite obvious. 
Bandwidth analysis
Since the four crossbar switches (two-sided, one-sided, modified and ripple K ) are all strictly nonblocking networks, their bandwidths are the same. For illustration, we only derive the bandwidth of the modified one-sided crossbar switch here. If the B bus-lines are grouped into g group, eqn. 3 is rewritten as Consequently, the bandwidth can be written as
B l a
SI4
Although the bandwidths of the four crossbar switches are identical, we evaluate the bandwidth of each crossbar switch in variance of different parameters via simulation. Owing to structural differences, the conditions of parameters in each switch model are not the same, which is shown in positive integer. In the following simulation, without a loss of generality, the values of M and N are set equal.
To ensure the nonblocking feature of crossbar switches and provide the maximum possible connections, B should be set equal to min(M, N). The request rate @) is set to 1 and 0.5, respectively. In Table 3 , we show the bandwidths of the four crossbar switches under different M and p values. The results verify that the bandwidths of these four crossbar switches are identical for the same case.
Simulation and synthesis
I
To verify each crossbar switch model, we design a prototype for each crossbar switch. Each of these four prototypes includes an arbiter and a switch. Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the crossbar switch model. Addrp (data,) and addr, (data,) are two sets of address (data) lines connected to the corresponding processors and the selected memory modules, respectively. Request is a set of request signals, including the read/write modes and the requested memory module numbers. Grant is a set of signals indicating that the selected processors have right to access their requested memory modules. If a grant signal is activated, the corresponding processor will output or input data to and from the requested memory module via the crossbar switch by issuing a write or read request, respectively. The two major functions of the arbiter are resolving conflicts and arbitrating paths. Therefore, the arbiter includes priority-check and path-setup to implement 
VHDL synthesis
We show some VHDL synthesis results from the four different crossbar switches. Table 4 gives the area comparison of the four crossbar switches. The switch takes up most of the area in each design. Both the modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch use less area than the one-sided crossbar switch. Table 5 shows the delay comparison of the four crossbar switches. Owing to algorithm complexity, arbiter takes up most of the delay in the four designs. Note that the delays of the three one-sided crossbar switches are the same, since setting up a connection requires two crosspoints anyway.
Reliability and cost-effectiveness analysis
We also evaluate the reliability and the cost-effectiveness of the three fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switches in terms of reliability and crosspoint count (or area). The two-sided crossbar switch is not analysed, since it does not have a fault-tolerance ability. The following definitions are used in our analysis: 
Q<i)
= survival probability that a given connection set can be realised under i faulty crosspoints in the crossbar switch R(t) = reliability function of a crossbar switch R(t)IN, (R(t)IA,) = figures of merit for cost effectiveness The reliability R(t) of a fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switch is modelled as follows [17, 181: where al is the probability of a crosspoint being faulty at the initial fault generation step and q is the clustering parameter [18-201. Here we only consider the R(t) of the three fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switches withp = 1, as this is the worst case. We find that R(t) under the random fault model is greater than that under the clustered fault model, with aI = 0.001 and a2 = 0.001 for the three fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switches.
Most modern systems are designed to achieve the reliability of 0.9, or higher after ten hours of operation [7] . A reliability of 0.9, corresponds to a failure rate of using the exponential failure law [7] . In Fig. 9 , we can see that the R(t)s of both the modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch remain at 1 for first ten hours of operation when A, = 0.01. The R(t) of the three fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switches can remain at 1 much longer when A, decreases to
Since the failure rate is low in most modern electronic systems, the modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch can provide a high fault-tolerance ability for high-performance multiprocessor systems, and their respective costs are lower than for the original onesided crossbar switch. the three fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switches is reliahilitylcrosspoint count (R( t)lN,) or reliahilitylarea  (R(t)IA,) . Fig. 10 shows the R(t)IN,, of the three faulttolerant one-sided crossbar switches. Fig. 11 shows the R(t)IA, of the three crossbar switches. Note that R(t)l N , (R(t)IA,) of either the modified one-sided crossbar switch or the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch is higher than that of the one-sided crossbar switch before a certain point of time. The lower the failure rate (A,) is, the longer the length of this period is. Therefore, our two crossbar switches are particularly cost-effective under the low failure rates of current VLSI technologies. The results again show that our two fault-tolerant one-sided crossbar switches are able to provide enough fault-tolerance ability with low costs.
Conclusions
This research was motivated the lack of fault-tolerance ability of the traditional two-sided crossbar switch and by the high costs of the original one-sided crossbar switch. In this paper, we have reviewed the designs of the traditional two-sided crossbar switch and the original one-sided crossbar switch. We have proposed two generic crossbar switch models: the modified one-sided crossbar switch and the ripple K one-sided crossbar switch. We have shown that the traditional two-sided crossbar switch and the original one-sided crossbar switch are just two special cases of the above two generic crossbar models. Our two switches can provide a choice for balancing cost and reliability without reducing their effective bandwidths.
Simulation with VHDL has been performed to verify the functionality of each design. Synthesis has also been conducted to evaluate area and delay. We have also used the reliabilitylcrosspoint count (or area) ratio as a figure of merit to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of each design. Experimental results have shown that our two crossbar switch designs are very cost-effective and can enhance the reliability of multiprocessor systems with low costs. 
